Is A Hip Twist Just A Fancy Half Basic?

One way to think about the Hip Twists in Rumba is to see them growing
out of the phase-III Half Basic. We might begin the Half Basic in butterfly
position facing the wall. The man steps forward on his left foot, and the
woman steps back right. We both recover onto our trail feet and then
step side (quick, quick, slow). The Forward Basic is similar, but the man
steps forward, recover, and then back. One simple way to add a bit of
styling to these and other Rumba figures is to step with the toes turned a
little outward. This small change turns the hips too and gives them a
little rocking motion as you step. You will dance: step/hip, step/hip —
very Latin.
To change a Half Basic into an Open Hip Twist, we might begin in left
open facing position, again facing wall. The man steps forward left
(woman back right), and we both recover. So far, it’s just a Basic, right?
Then the man slips his left foot back but not quite to his supporting right
foot, and he keeps good muscle tone throughout his upper body. The
woman takes her third step, a forward right toward her man, and she
meets a barrier. He is not a rigid wall, but his slipping action has moved
him just a little toward her, she meets this pressure through their joined
lead arms, and the result is that she turns sharply to the right — the Hip
Twist just happens. Ladies, let your hips turn fully 1/4, but turn your
upper body less. Your lead hands are joined, giving you a connection to

your partner. You have a psychological connection, too — you don’t want
to turn fully away.
A Closed Hip Twist begins in closed position and it involves a little more
“body action.” The steps for the man are side and forward left, recover
right, and then close left to right. That’s pretty much like a Half Basic.
But … he needs to give her his left side, that is, turn a little to the right,
as he takes his first step. This causes the woman to turn on her left foot
and then to step back right. This first step has a little of the feel of
lunging apart, and at the end of the step the man might be facing reverse
and wall and the woman line and wall in almost a half-open position (but
keep lead hands joined). Next, we both recover, and the man turns back
to the left to lead the woman to face him again. On the slow count, he
closes left to right, and he gives her his left side again and also stretches
his right side. She steps side right, and his body action leads her rightface Hip Twist at the end of the slow count. Again, maintain that upperbody connection.
The Advanced Hip Twist (phase VI) is also quite a bit more than just a
“Half Basic with a Twist.” Again, we begin in closed position. The man
steps forward left, pressing into the floor. He lowers the lead hands and
uses left side lead to cause her to open out, and the woman swivels fully
1/2 to the right and steps back on her right foot. So this first step isn't
greatly different than in the Closed Hip Twist. The man steps forward
instead of side, and the woman opens 1/2 instead of 1/4 or maybe 3/8.
The second step is a recover right for the man and a recover left, turning
back to face, for the woman. Here, the man needs to loosen his right arm
hold so she will dance, not to closed position, but more to his right side.
Finally, the man steps back left, leading the woman to step forward right
outside his right foot. He takes this third step well under his body with a
pressing or checking action so that his body weight does not fall back,
and he turns a little right, and uses right-side stretch to clearly lead her
Hip Twist at the end of the measure.

